We consider the downlink of a cellular network supporting data traffic. In addition to the direct traffic from the base-station, each user is equipped with the same type of 802.11-like WLAN or WPAN interface that is used to relay packets to further users and hence to improve the performance of the overall network. We are interested in analyzing what are the design guidelines for such networks and how much capacity improvements can the additional relay layer bring, in comparison to cellular networks. We consider a realistic dynamic setting where users randomly initiate downloads and leave the system upon transfer completion. A first objective is to provide a scheduling/relay strategy that maximizes the network capacity, which is the traffic in bit/s/cell that the network can support. We find that, regardless of the spatial traffic distribution, when the cell approaches saturation (the number of active users is large), the capacity-achieving strategy divides the cell into two areas: one closer to the base-station where the relay layer is always saturated and some nodes receive traffic through both direct and relay links, and the further one where the relay is never saturated and the direct traffic does not exist. We further give a simple algorithm to calculate the cell capacity. The obtained capacity is shown to be independent of the cell size (unlike in traditional cellular networks), and it is 20%-60% higher than already proposed relay architectures.
I. INTRODUCTION A. Cellular Networks with Relays
Wireless cellular networks operate on expensive licensed frequencies and their bandwidth is a scarce resource limited by regulations. Recently there has been a lot of interest in increasing the capacity of cellular networks using an additional wireless physical layer that operates on an unlicensed frequency band. New generations of mobile devices are already equipped with V/LAN (wireless local-area network) or V/PAN (wireless personal-area network) interfaces and the question that arises is whether one can use the available relay structure to improve the service of cellular networks.
In this paper we consider such a scenario. We assume each mobile node in a cellular network, and the base-station (BS), is equipped with an additional relay adapter. The BS can communicate with a mobile node using a direct link (transmission over the cellular, expensive frequency) or relaying over one or several mobile nodes using relay links (over the unlicensed frequency).
A typical relay technology we have in mind is 802.11 WLAN. The physical layer of 802.11 allows a source and a * Microsoft Reseach, 7 Alexandre Proutieret destination to adapt their communication rate. A source selects an appropriate rate to transmit a packet depending on the link quality and the level of interference at the receiver. If the link quality degrades during the packet transmission, the packet is lost and has to be retransmitted. There are no advanced coding techniques, like incremental-redundancy, which can recover some information from a collided packet. In order to guarantee some link quality, 802.11 MAC introduces the RTS/CTS mechanism that prevents nodes in the neighborhood to interfere with an ongoing transmission. The size of this exclusion area depends on the transmission power of RTS and CTS signaling packets. Many of the existing VWLAN and V/PAN technologies (e.g. 802.11, 802.15.4) are based on the design principles described above. In this work we shall consider such technologies that use these design principles. Furthermore, we assume all nodes possess the same type of relay interface.
The key component of the system is the resource allocation scheme. Our goal is to find a resource allocation scheme that maximizes the network capacity, and to characterize how the capacity depends on the choice of relay interface, cell size, etc. Since all nodes in the system are in a direct control of the BS, one can design a centralized resource allocation scheme which will control direct and relay transmissions. We focus on the downlink data traffic. We assume the uplink traffic has much lower volume, and can be handled by direct transmissions only. Similarly, signaling is done directly, to reduce the latency.
B. Related work
Augmenting a cellular network with relays is not a novel concept. Some of the first papers that proposed this kind of architecture are [1] , [2] , [3] . In [1] , the authors suppose that mobile nodes cannot relay and introduce dedicated relays which use unlicensed frequencies in order to improve the capacity. In [2] , the authors assume mobile nodes themselves dispose of V/LAN interfaces, and provide a routing protocol that finds and maintains relay routes. In [3] , [4] , small networks with 1-hop relays are considered.
Scheduling algorithms for relay networks are discussed in [5] , [6] . In [5] , the authors discuss several simple scheduling schemes. More advanced scheduling techniques are considered in [6] . There, as opposed to the other related work, it is supposed that the BS and the relays use the same frequency band. Consequently, the BS transmits only to the nearest nodes, and the others receive relay traffic only.
What is common for all the proposed relay protocols is that none of them is based on the objective to maximize a certain network-wide performance criterion. Instead, they are based on a simple local heuristic that considers relaying only for those nodes whose direct communication with the BS is of very low quality. That way one node will never receive traffic from both relay and direct links. Typically, closer nodes will receive traffic only directly, and distant nodes only over relay links.
A large number of papers analyze the optimal resource allocation schemes for multi-hop wireless networks (e.g. [7] , [8] , [9] ). However, the underlying optimization problem has exponential complexity and the results cannot be used directly to calculate the capacity of a cellular network with relays.
C. Problem Statement and Our Contributions
The main objective of this work is to characterize the optimal resource allocation that maximizes the capacity of a densely populated cellular network with relays. This capacity defines the maximum amount of traffic the network can support given a spatial distribution of traffic demand and is hence crucial for dimensioning purposes. This notion of capacity justifies the analysis of heavily loaded networks (with a lot of active users), and will be introduced and discussed in details in section II-D.
We characterize the optimal resource allocation scheme policies using different heuristics. We find that the optimal resource allocation scheme divides a cell into two regions. The first region, around the BS, is such that the relay channel is fully saturated. Nodes in this region may receive traffic both from relays and directly from the BS, which contrasts with previously proposed relay protocols [6] , [4] , [2] , [3] . In the other region, the relay channel is never saturated, and there is no direct traffic to users in this region. These findings give directions in future protocol design.
From the optimal resource allocation, we deduce the capacity of a cell with relays, which can be easily used for dimensioning purposes. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first such a result for cellular networks with V/LANV/WPAN relays.
We show that the capacity remains constant, independent of the cell size, which is in contrast with cellular networks with no relay where the capacity decreases exponentially. We also show a significant improvement in the capacity as compared to when the direct traffic is scheduled only to the nodes nearest to the BS [6] . This improvement is even larger when a low-rate WPAN is used instead of V/LAN as a relay network.
The results presented in this paper are based on the assumption that all relays links use the same routing policy (i.e. relay link length). The justification of the assumption is omitted due to the lack of space, and is given in [10] .
D. Organization of the Paper
In the following section, we precisely define the modeling assumptions and the performance objectives. In Section III, we evaluate the capacity of networks with relays. We first derive the results for 1D networks and then we generalize the findings to 2D networks. In Section IV, we present extensive numerical results. Finally in Section V, we conclude.
II. MODELS AND OBJECTIVES
We consider the downlink of a single cell whose transmission resources (power and bandwidth) are shared by a dynamic population of data flows. Flows are randomly generated by users and leave the network once the corresponding data transfer has been completed. Flows are characterized by their sizes but also by the position of the corresponding users in the cell. We assume here that users remain still during the entire duration of the data flows. Throughout the paper, we will consider both ID linear or 2D cells.
A. Traffic Characteristics
We denote by C the set of locations in the cell (this set might be discrete or continuous). The traffic model may be very general. We just assume that data flows are generated at location x C C according to a stationary ergodic process of intensity A(x). These flows have arbitrary distributed sizes of mean o(x). The traffic intensity at location x in then defined by p(x) = A(x) x 5(x) (in bit/s). We further define p(x) as the proportion of traffic generated at location x: p(x) = p(x)/p, where p is the total traffic generated in the network, i.e., p fc p(x) dx.
B. Radio Resources -Scheduling and Relay Policies
We next describe the two radio interfaces we shall use. 1) Direct Transmissions from the BS: We assume that the BS transmits at full power and serves only one user at a time.
The service rate of a user at location x is denoted by Cd(x). This rate is a function of the SINR at the receiver and can be well-approximated by Shannon formula: pBSX-aBS Cd(X) = Wlog2(1 + N )(1 where pBS is the BS's transmission power, o BS is the attenuation exponent and N1 is the white noise power. This assumption is quite realistic (up to a multiplicative factor) for example in the case of CDMA lEv-DO or UMTS/HSDPA systems. For simplicity of the model, we do not explicitly consider fast fading. However, it can easily be incorporated in (1) . Denote by t(x) = 1/Cd(x). We also assume there is a direct uplink channel, used for signaling (scheduling, acknowledgments, etc.).
2) Relay Capabilities: We assume the relay channel is based on the design principles of 802.11 MAC/PHY (nevertheless, our model is valid for most of other V/LAN and V/PAN physical layers that are designed on the same principles). It supports variable transmission rates. If a signal, coded for a given rate, is received at an SINR below the corresponding threshold, the packet is lost. We assume that more advanced techniques, like incremental redundancy coding, are not available at the physical layer.
In order to control the interference at a receiver, we use the idea of the RTS/CTS signaling. When a node wants to receive a packet, it sends a CTS signal. All nodes in an area around a destination that hear the CTS signal have to refrain (1) from sending. We denote the radius of this area, assumed circular, by D, and it depends on a power of the transmitted signal and the attenuation function. Note that in our case there is no need to exclude nodes that hear the RTS signal. This is typically done to ensure ACK reception. However, the signaling consumes a small fraction of bandwidth and we suppose that it is performed over the direct link, thus by omitting RTS, we avoid unnecessary exclusions and increase the capacity of the network. To simplify the analysis and the practical implementation of relay policies, we consider that the exclusion area D will be the same for all relay nodes. This assumption is discussed more in [10] .
Furthermore, we assume that relay nodes transmit at full power (denote by pRELAY) when transmitting. pRELAY iS assumed to be identical for all nodes. The choice of full power has been extensively justified in the literature on rate-adaptive, multi-hop networks, see e.g. [11] , [ 12] .
For a given link we need to choose coding rate Cr as a function of link length 1. Loosing and resending a packet is expensive hence it is important to choose a rate sufficiently low to avoid packet errors. We will choose (1 pRELAY/Z-t
KN2 + kpRELAYD -a where k is a security factor guaranteeing low packet error rate. This factor basically quantifies the maximum interference generated by other active relay nodes such that the packet error rate on the considered link is negligible. Again, for simplicity of the model, we do not explicitly consider fast fading, but it can be easily integrated.
Finally, note that our system is fully centralized, unlike adhoc WLAN/WPAN networks. This means that the exclusion principles can be enforced and acknowledgments can be transmitted by the BS, using the direct channel. These packets are short, unlike data packets, hence the overhead is low. Consequently, there is no need for distributed protocols (like sending RTS/CTS); we can emulate the principles of such protocols by a centralized scheduler implemented at the BS. In this work we will thus focus on centralized solutions which are typically much more efficient.
C. Scheduling and Relay Policies
We now provide a model to describe how radio resources can be shared by active users. We fix the number of active users and their positions in the cell. Denote by Al c C the set of locations of active users and by L C JV12 a set of possible relay links (those whose rate is larger than some minimum). Without loss of generality we may assume that two users cannot be at the same position.
1) Scheduling BS resources: The BS shares its power in time between active users. We denote by T(X) the proportion of time the BS serves a user at position x C J. For example, in the Proportional Fair Scheduler of the CDMA lEv-DO standard, T(X) is inversely proportional to the feasible rate at position x, Cd(x). A feasible scheduling policy is such that: T T(X) < 1.
(3)
x(Er 2) Relay policies: To describe a relay policy, one first has to define a notion of transmission profile. A profile j is a set of simultaneously active relay links: j {(s1, d1), , (sp, dp)} Profile j is feasible if and only if the distance between any pair of positions (Sm, d,) is greater than D for all m :t n. Denote by 5 is the set of all possible profiles. A relay policy consists in activating the links from profile j C 5 for transmission a proportion of time Tr(J). The relay constraint then reads:
Unfortunately the number of possible profiles explodes when the number of active users grows, and it then becomes difficult to identify optimal relay policies. Instead, we use the notion of cliques, see e.g. [9] , [13] .
Definition 1: A clique is a maximal set of links such that two links from this set are not allowed to transmit simultaneously. Here maximal means that a link can not be added to a clique without breaking the previous property.
Denote by Q the set of all cliques. Let Tr(S, d), ((s, d) C L) be the proportion of time node s sends relay traffic for node d, Tr(S, d) ZjCJ:(s,d)j Tr(j). As demonstrated in [9] , any feasible relay policy can be characterized by the following set of constraints:
We will first define an optimal relay policy satisfying the upper-bound (5) . We will then prove that this optimal policy corresponds to an actual policy, i.e., that it also satisfies constraints (4) . 3) Existing scheduling and relay policies: In order to be able to compare our capacity-achieving policy with the existing proposals, we shall next formalize two relay policies that have been already considered in the literature. The first reference policy we formalize is the direct policy for which no relaying is allowed [14] (Tr(S, d) = 0 for all s, d). The second one is the relay-only policy (which we shall call shortly relay policy), defined in [6] . It assumes that only the nodes that do not have any relays in vicinity are supplied with the direct traffic (T(d) = 0 if there exists s, (s, d) C L). D. Performance Objectives and Cell Capacity 1) Cell Capacity: In data networks, users perceive performance through the time to download a document, i.e., through the flow duration. Under some given scheduling and relay policies, the number of active data flows at the different locations in the cell evolves according to some stochastic process.
A necessary and sufficient condition for the time to download documents to remain finite is the stability of the process of the number of active data-flows. Thus stability is the first indicator for quality of service. For a fixed spatial traffic distribution {p(x)}Jxc, an optimal scheduling and relay scheme should maximize the total traffic intensity compatible with stability. This maximum is called the cell capacity, and denoted by p*. In what follows, we fix the spatial traffic distribution and compute the cell capacity. To this end, we construct an optimal scheduling/relay scheme that ensures stability whenever p < p*. Such a scheme is said to achieve maximum stability.
Since we only consider stability as a design objective, we are interested in the behaviour of the network in extreme situations, when a network is fully saturated (for example, a stadium during a football game or a shopping mall Saturday afternoon). Hence we may assume that there are users/relays everywhere in the cell, A' = C. Our model describes reasonably well any densely populated cellular network.
The cell capacity in absence of relays was introduced and extensively studied in [14] . It is the maximum traffic intensity p such that there exists a stable scheduling policy, i.e., such that there exists (T(X), X C C) with fC T(X) < 1 and for all x C C, pp(X) < T(X)Cd(X). It is straightforward to verify that the cell capacity is given by p* = (fc t(x)p(x)dx) Furthermore, any work-conserving scheduling policy achieves maximum stability.
In our setting with relays, a capacity achieving scheme solves the following linear program: 
PP(X) < qd(X) + j5r (x d) dd j 5r (s3 x) ds,Vx. (10) We use the continuous setting here just to emphasize that the system is saturated, and that there are users at each position in the cell. Note that the constraint (10) ensures stability. Also note that the solution of the above problem remains the same if we put equalities in constraints (10) and (8) .
2) Link to Utility Maximization Approach: As defined above, the spatial distribution {p(x) }xc is the spatial density of the amount of traffic generated by users at positions x C C. Typically, this parameter is determined by a network operator using the statistics about network usage.
However, we can also interpret {p(x)}Jxc as a weight assigned to users at position x, and we can relate the optimisation problem (7)-(10) to the utility-maximization problems [15] . For example, a policy can result in rates O(x),x C C that maximize some system utilityl subject to constraints (3)-(5)-(6). When the system is saturated these constraints are 1For instance, to realize a Proportional Fair policy, the utility is chosen as
identical to those of linear program (7)- (10) . In that case, any Pareto-optimal, and then any utility-based optimal policy is the solution of the linear program (7)-(10) for some particular {p(x)}xgr, and if (x) = p(x)p.
To realize the most fair (max-min fair) policy, we may choose a uniform p(x). However, identifying {p(x)}xAr that leads to a given Pareto-optimal policy is usually not easy. A more efficient policy than max-min fair will assign higher weight for closer users, since they consume fewer resources. The theoretical results in the paper hold for an arbitrary spatial traffic distribution, hence they also hold for any utility optimization problems. In the numerical examples in Section IV we will use two spatial traffic distribution:
P1(x) = 1 which corresponds to the max-min fair resource allocation and P2(x) = 1/(0.1 + x) which represents a more efficient resource allocation policy.
III. CAPACITY UNDER OPTIMAL RELAY SCHEMES
In this section, we evaluate the capacity of a cell with relays in different scenarios. We first consider the case of the linear, one-dimensional cell and then we extend the analysis to twodimensional cells.
We consider the case where the relay-links are of fixed length Dr(x) = Dr and the rate of these links is Cr(x) = Cr(Dr), independent of the node position x. This is possible since in a densely populated network there are users almost everywhere. Due to the lack of space, the assumption on fixed link lengths is justified in [10] . However, Dr is the optimization parameter, and when calculating capacity in Section IV, we use the optimal valuer of Dr. We also assume that users at distance x < Dr from the BS may receive relay traffic from the BS (thus, close to the BS, the relay link sizes can be smaller than Dr).
A. JD Networks
We first consider a linear cell where users are located in C = [0, R], and where the BS is located at 0. We are interested in evaluating the maximum traffic intensity p such that there exists a scheduling and relay strategy stabilizing the network. The cell capacity is the solution of the linear program (7) . The constraint limiting the BS transmissions is given by:
( 1 1) Here the cliques are easy to identify: for all x < R D-Dr, 
To simplify the notation, we define T(X) = 0 = Tr(x) for all x < 0 and x > R. We now define a scheduling/relay scheme that will be shown to maximize the cell capacity. The basic idea of this scheme is that since the cell capacity is strongly limited by users with bad radio conditions to the BS (i.e, at the cell boundaries), these users should be served by relays only. Formally this scheme is defined as follows.
The MaxRelay scheme: Assume that the cell capacity p* is known and define Xr by: y+D+D, Xr =inf(x :Vy > j DT(u)du<), (14) where Tr(X) (17)
To prove the optimality of this scheme, we need the following assumption.
Assumption 1: The function w(x) = t(x) -t(x -Dr) is increasing. This assumption is exact when the distance to the BS is not too small (say less than 1OOm with usual propagation scenario). Furthermore, the MaxRelay scheme proves to be almost optimal even in absence of this assumption. Theorem 1: When the spatial traffic distribution p is fixed, and under Assumption 1, the MaxRelay scheme achieves maximum stability. Proof Denote by p* the cell capacity, i.e., the maximum traffic intensity p compatible with constraints (11)- (13) . It is straightforward to prove that the schedules T* and Tr* achieving this maximum are such that the constraints (11) and (13) are saturated, which just means that the BS always transmits and that the service rate at a given location is equal to the traffic intensity generated at this location. Then, we have: If the solution of LP2 satisfies the constraints of LP1, then it will also be the solution of LP1. Denote by A(x) the Lagrange multiplier associated with constraint (24), for x C [0, Xr]. We now identify the term in front of Tr (x) in the Langrangian of LP2, t(x) -t(x -Dr) -iax(x D DrO) (u) du (we write t (x) = 0, x < 0). This term must be null when Tr iS the solution of LP2. Since the function t(x) -t(x -Dr,) iS increasing in x we deduce that A(x) > 0.
From KKT optimality conditions we conclude that for all X < Xr, f±+D+D Tr(x) dx = 1, which further implies that:
Tr (x) =Tr (x+ D + Dr) for all x < Xr. The obtained solution satisfies constraints of LP1, so it must be the solution of LP1. Hence we have proved that LP1 is equivalent to the following linear program. 
Now one can easily verify that the solution of LP3 satisfies T*(x) =Tr(x) for all x > Xr, which concludes the proof. Finally we need to show that the MaxRelay scheme can actually be realized, since constraints relative to the cliques provide an upper bound on the feasible rate region. However, it is easy to see that a simple symmetric schedule, where nodes D+Dr far apart are scheduled at the same time can implement the MaxRelay scheme, which concludes the proof.
D
We illustrate the MaxRelay scheme in Figure 1 . Immediately, we have: Corollary 1: In the optimal resource allocation policy, there exist two regions. The first one is for x < Xr, and in this region the relay PHY is fully saturated (fx+D+Dr Tr (x) dx 1), and some nodes in the region receive both direct and relay traffic. The second region is beyond Xr. For x > Xr the relay PHY is never saturated (j +D+DTr(x) dx < 1) and
there is no need for direct traffic as it is expensive. This is true regardless of the spatial traffic distribution p(x), although p(x) does influence the values of Xr and Tr(x). Note finally that the cell capacity p* is jointly defined with the MaxRelay scheme. It can be easily computed solving (14)-(17).
B. 2D Networks
Next, we consider the case where the cell is a disk of radius R. Again, we first restrict the analysis to the case of fixed relay link sizes, and we discuss variable link length case at the end of the section.
Even with the assumption of fixed link length, deriving the cell capacity is extremely difficult (for example, it proves difficult even to identify cliques). We simplify the problem by the following approximation: we assume only links whose link destinations are on circles of radii x + k(D + Dr), k C N may be active at the same time. We next count the maximum number nr(x) of links that can be simultaneously activated on the circle of radius x. The idea behind the approximation is to map each circle to a node in the ID case, and to calculate the capacity using the results from Section III-A. We can show that this approximation is tight when x > (D + Dr) / 3 (for x = (D + Dr) / 3, using the approximation we can have 3 simultaneous relay links with receivers at distance x from the BS). Now when x < (D + Dr)/3-, one can easily prove that if there is one active relay link with receiver y(x) V'(D + Dr)2 + X2 3x(D + Dr). All this is illustrated in Figure 2 .
It is then reasonable to consider the following approximation for n,(x): Note that in order to make things tractable we make the additional approximation that the two additional activations of nodes on circle y(x) are associated with Tr(Y(x)) and not with Tr(x). Now assume that T is defined so that T(x)dx may be interpreted as the proportion of time the BS is serving all users on the ring between distances x and x + dx. Similarly, define Tr so that Tr(x)dx represents the proportion of time users located on the ring between distances x and x + dx from the BS simultaneously receive relay traffic. Note that during this time the BS serves nx(x) users.
Finally define the traffic distribution p so that p(x)dx is the proportion of traffic generated between distance x and x + dx (note that it does not imply that the traffic distribution is circular symmetric). Then the cell capacity is the maximum traffic p such that there exist (T(X), (31) As in the one-dimensional case, the MaxRelay scheme is provably capacity optimal when the function t(x) -t(x -Dr) is increasing. This scheme also provides a tight approximation of the capacity when the latter assumption is violated. The proof of the following result is similar to that of Theorem 1.
Theorem 2: When the spatial traffic distribution p is fixed, and under Assumption 1, the MaxRelay scheme achieves maximum stability. We see that the Corollary 1 holds in 2D case as well. In this section we evaluate the capacity of a single cell network with relays, using the optimal policy derived in the previous sections, and we compare its performance with the direct and relay policies (defined in Section II-C.3).
We consider two cases of relay networks. One is V/LAN relay and we take typical 802.11 parameters (transmission power 100mW, maximum rate 54Mbps). The other one is V/PAN relay and we take next generation 804.15.4a parameters (transmission power 1mW, maximum rate 27Mbps). We assume the BS transmits at 20W and its maximal rate is 10Mbps.
We first calculate the optimal relay link lengths, and we obtain that the optimal length for V/LAN is -30m. At that distance, the link rate that can be achieved in presence of the interference (as defined in (2), is -35Mbps. In the case of WPAN the optimal link length is -1 Om and the corresponding link rate is -15Mbps.
We next look at the capacity. We compare our optimal policy with the direct and relay policies, described in Section II-C.3. In Figure 3 , left, we see that the capacity with the direct policy decreases exponentially (as explained in [14] ), whereas it stays constant with the optimal and relay policies. In Figure 3 , left, we see that with the optimal policy, we achieve from 20% (in the case of V/LAN relay) up to 60% (in the case of V/PAN relay) capacity improvement over the relay policy.
WLAN relays offer high throughput hence it can carry almost all traffic itself, and the improvement of the optimal over relay policy is smaller. V/PAN offers lower throughput hence the improvement is higher. Note that in the case of WLAN relays the optimal link length is quite small. If we choose to use longer relay links, for example to limit the number of hops, the improvement of the optimal policy over the relay one will be higher.
We also see that the relative improvement for spatial traffic distribution P1 (x) = 1 (equivalent of max-min) is larger than for P2 (X) = const x 1/ (0.1 + x), because p1 (x) favours more distant traffic than P2(x), and we see more improvement in our policy when there is more relaying. cases, a node should receive traffic both from the base station and from a relay, unlike in relay policies proposed by other authors.
The characterization of the optimal relay scheme has allowed us to compute the capacity of a cell. This capacity can be useful for dimensioning purposes. We have shown that the cell capacity with relays stays constant with the cell size, as opposed to the capacity of a cell without relays that rapidly decreases with the cell size. We have also shown that our optimal strategy outperforms other strategies that use direct links only to the nearest node, as proposed in the literature.
We have given guidelines for relay protocol design. The actual protocol implementation remains as a future work. We also plan to consider the impact of a bound on a maximum number of relay hops (e.g. due to delay constraints) and possible inefficiencies of a real schedule on the cell capacity.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK In this paper we have derived an approximately optimal relay resource allocation (routing and scheduling) policy that maximizes the cell capacity. We have shown that in many IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS 
